ing the city. As the repository of an important Muslim relic, the Great Mosque of Cordoba was one of the holiest and most venerable of Muslim sites, and its importance transcended the boundaries of al-Andalus.
amendments and the original medieval Islamic architectural contexts invites an exploration of the circumstances in which the projects were conceived and carried out.
Project One: The Cathedral in the Mosque The Great Mosque of Cordoba was begun between 784 and 786 on the site of the VIsigothic church of S. Vicente, which was likely preceded by a Roman temple (Fig. 2) where there were no pressing structural reasons to replace the celebrated structure. Indeed, a Cordoban civic council intervened in the fledgling undertaking, ordering the project to a halt. The seriousness of the opposition to the destruction of the former Great Mosque was unequivocal; the Council threatened capital punishment to anyone who altered the structure of the former mosque in any way until the matter was resolved. In an attempt to preserve the existing structure, the Council appealed to Charles V to ensure the survival of their "singular and most celebrated antique building. "^Without ever actually laying eyes on the building, Charles V sided with the Bishop and Canons' in favor of a new church, and a new main chapel [capitta mayor) was constructed within the existing structure.
Unlike the additions which had characterized the previous generations of Christian intervention, the project endorsed by Charles V was dramatic in its invasiveness; to all appearances an entire Gothic cathedral was inserted into the very heart of the former prayer hall. In order to accommodate the new capilla mayor, sections of the ninth-and tenth-century additions to the prayer hall were demolished, and the double arcades of the hypostyle interior were filled with panels of relief sculpture to define the chapel walls. In plan, the new chapel disrupts the illusion of the endless "forest of columns" which had formerly characterized the interior space, and the soaring elevation of the addition dramatically changed both the way the mosque was experienced as a ritual space and the way in which the total architectural composition was viewed from outside. When Charles V visited Cordoba in 1526 to assess the results of his support, his reaction was famously unenthusiastic. "If I had known your intentions," he allegedly commented, "you would not have done this. You desired what could have been constructed anywhere, but here you had that which was unique in the world."'' Project Two: The Two Palaces Despite his denunciation of the addition to the Great
Mosque of Cordoba accomplished under his authority,
Charles almost immediately initiated another project at the Alhambra. Founded in the thirteenth century by the Nasrid dynasty, the last of the Islamic rulers on the Iberian Peninsula, the Alhambra was a complete palatine city composed of a fortress, baths, mosques, industrial areas, and a number of gardens and palaces (Fig. 5 centrally-planned Tempiettoassociated with the papal court, must have provided strong motivations in the conception of the new palace at the Alhambra (Fig. 6) 
